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1. Executive Summary
1.1. Purpose and Background
This Indicative Business Case has been prepared alongside a number of Land Use Assessment Reports
to inform the preparation of the Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor Regeneration Plan (Plan).
The purpose of the Land Use Assessment Reports is to define the scope and establish the specific
drivers, benefits and objectives for the land use that will best contribute to the Overarching Vision
and Objectives of the Ōtākaro Avon River Regeneration Plan. This Flatwater Sport and Recreation
Facilities Indicative Business Case is an appendix (separate Volume) to the Recreation Land Use
Assessment.
The Strategic and Economic chapters of this Flatwater Sport and Recreation Facilities Indicative
Business Case (Indicative Business Case) examines the drivers and objectives for a flatwater facility in
the Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor Regeneration Area (Area). This Indicative Business Case has been
developed in accordance with The Treasury’s guidelines for ‘Better Business Cases for Capital
Proposals: Indicative Business Case’ and is supported by a Technical Feasibility Study. In the future,
the following components may be developed as part of this Indicative Business Case:
•
•
•

An assessment of the affordability of the recommended way forward and exploration of
potential funding pathways;
An assessment of the best means of procuring the project and identifies a preferred
procurement route; and
The structures and approach to implementation of the project.

The joint ‘Letter of Expectations for Regenerate Christchurch’ that was sent to the Chair of
Regenerate Christchurch from the Mayor of Christchurch and Minister supporting Greater
Christchurch Regeneration dated 14 April 2016 requests that part of Regenerate Christchurch’s
consideration of the Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor land should assess the feasibility of an open water
course suitable for international water sports events being constructed in the residential red zone.
This Indicative Business Case, coupled with the technical feasibility study described below seeks to
address this requirement.
The ‘Technical Feasibility Study’ identifies 30 potential physical design options for flatwater facilities
and the costs associated with these facilities, which range in size from 2.2km long courses, to 1.1km
courses and recreational lakes located in and out of the bed of the Ōtākaro Avon River. It presents a
range of cost estimates for each option that reflect the inherent uncertainty in estimating the cost of
this scale of project at this stage.
These 30 potential options were used to inform the physical parameters for the long-list option
development. Using the Investment objectives as determining criteria, 12 long-list options were
developed by the project team or identified through engagement with strategic partners and key
stakeholders during several workshops.

1.2. Strategic Case
The purpose of the Strategic Case is to investigate whether there is a ‘compelling case for change’
(need or opportunity) that can be addressed through development of a flatwater facility suitable for
international sporting events in the Area.

Regenerate Christchurch
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The Strategic Case therefore explores how a proposed flatwater facility may align with relevant
national and local government policies and priorities as well as the relevant flatwater sport and
recreation policies and strategies.
An ‘Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor flatwater reference group’ comprising representatives from
Regenerate Christchurch, Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, Ōtākaro Limited, New
Zealand Treasury, Canterbury Development Corporation, Environment Canterbury, Te Runanga o
Ngāi Tahu, Sport New Zealand and Sport Canterbury was formed to discuss various components of
the Indicative Business Case1.
The following three problems were identified:
1. Flatwater facilities in greater Christchurch2 have become congested due to increasing levels
of participation and compromised training conditions primarily due to the earthquakes. This
congestion has increased risk to health and safety.
2. Poor water quality and poor access to existing facilities suitable for swimming does not
support increasing participation.
3. Current flatwater facilities in Christchurch have limited capacity to host flatwater sport
events.
A large amount of evidence to support the above problem statements was examined, which
concluded that there was little evidence that international sports events will be attracted to New
Zealand solely as a result of constructing a flatwater facility suitable for international events in the
Area. This is because international rowing, waka ama, canoeing and dragon boating events come
infrequently to New Zealand, and when they do, Lake Karapiro in the North Island is able to host
those events and is set up to do so.
Development of a new international flatwater facility in Christchurch would result in economic
activity transferred from another location in New Zealand, which is not desirable.
There is, however, evidence to support problems around participation, safety /congestion and the
ability to host local and other domestic events within Christchurch. The Strategic Case recommends
that the primary focus be on growing participation in water sports through enhanced training
facilities and availability of flatwater, rather than solely to attract international events.

1.3. Economic Case
The Economic Case looks at a number of flatwater facility options and ranks them based on a multicriteria analysis and benefits modelling. The highest ranking options are summarised in the table
below. The three highest ranking options were compared against a ‘River enhancement’ option,
which includes repairing and making minor enhancements to the Ōtākaro Avon River to preearthquake standards. The ‘Risk and implications’ criteria considers risks such as engineering risks
during construction and operation (including hazard risks), ecological risks and cultural risks. It is
noted that further, detailed assessments of some risks will need to be undertaken as development
of the Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor Regeneration Plan is progressed.

1

The Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor flatwater reference group was made up of representatives from strategic partners and
key industry stakeholders / potential funders (Sport Canterbury / Sport New Zealand).
2
All terms in italics have the meaning given to those terms in the Greater Christchurch Regeneration Act 2016.
Regenerate Christchurch
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Table 1. Summary of assessment results for short listed options

Assessment results

1.1km lake

2.2km in river

Option 7

Option 9

2.2km out of
river

River
enhancement

Option 10

Option 3

Expected Capital
Costs

$57m

$126m

$201m

$25m

Range of Capital Cost

$43m-$120m

$98m-$253m

$158m-$413m

$16m- $42m

Operating Costs

$405k

$650k

$650k

-

Cost Benefit Ratio
(4%)

1.2

1.3

1.0

-

Risk and implications

High

Moderate

High

Low

(per year)

1.4. Summary (Strategic and Economic Cases)
Following an assessment of 12 identified flatwater facility options, the Strategic Case concludes that
there is no compelling business case for a flatwater facility within the Area for the purpose of
hosting international sports events.
The Strategic Case highlights a potential case for improving flatwater facilities in Christchurch to
enhance training for competitive athletes, increase participation in flatwater sport and recreation,
alleviate congestion on existing flatwater facilities and improve the safety of participants.
The Economic Case concludes that the three short listed options are at the lower end of the
spectrum of value for money from an economic perspective. Further, the majority of events held at
a new flatwater facility would be transferred from another location in New Zealand, and hence
transfer economic activity from one part of the country to another, consequently providing no net
national economic benefit.

Regenerate Christchurch
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2. Introduction
2.1. Purpose
This Indicative Business Case has been prepared alongside a number of Land Use Assessment Reports
to inform the preparation of the Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor Regeneration Plan (Plan).
The purpose of the Land Use Assessment Reports is to define the scope and establish the specific
drivers, benefits and objectives for the land use that will best contribute to the Overarching Vision
and Objectives of the Plan. This Flatwater Sport and Recreation Facilities Indicative Business Case
(Indicative Business Case is an appendix (Separate Volume) to the Recreation Land Use Assessment
Report.
The Flatwater Sport and Recreation Facilities Indicative Business Case (Strategic and Economic cases)
investigates the need, or case for change, for the development of a flatwater facility suitable for
international events in the Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor Regeneration Area3 (Area).
The Strategic and Economic cases of the Flatwater Sport and Recreation Facilities Indicative Business
Case (Indicative Business Case) looks to define:
•

•
•
•
•
•

The current need, demand, problems and opportunities that could be addressed by
development of a flatwater facility and the benefits that may be achieved if the problems
are adequately addressed;
The investment objectives for development of a flatwater facility in the Area; and
The range of investment options that would address the identified needs (‘the Long List of
Options’), their benefits and risks;
Critical success factors;
The key contextual elements that feed into option development; and
A recommended way forward that best balances the achievement of the desired benefits
and the costs of doing so.

It is noted that this current Indicative Business Case only includes the Strategic and Economic cases.
In the future, the following components may be developed as part of this Indicative Business Case:
•
•
•

An assessment of the affordability of a recommended way forward and exploration of
potential funding pathways;
An assessment of the best means of procuring the project and identifies a preferred
procurement route; and
The structures and approach to implementation of the project.

This report has been prepared to support preparation of the Plan. If a flatwater facility option is
included in the Plan, this Indicative Business Case will be fully completed to include the additional
components outlined above, and it will be considered alongside a long list of other potential land
use options.

3

As defined in the outline for the Ōtākaro/Avon River Corridor Regeneration Plan.
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The Indicative Business Case draws on the principles contained within The Treasury’s guidelines for
‘Better Business Cases for Capital Proposals: Indicative Business Case’4 by using the five case model.

Figure 1 Ōtākaro / Avon River Corridor Residential Red Zone Area

2.2. Establishment of the Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor Residential Red Zone.
Following the 2010 and 2011 Canterbury earthquakes, a significant area of land (approximately 362
hectares) along the Ōtākaro Avon River was zoned red due to significant area wide land damage.
Figure 1 shows the geographical extent of the residential red zone land within the Area.
Since the red zoning decisions, much of the land within the area has been acquired and cleared by
the Crown. Some land within the residential red zone is also held by the Christchurch City Council
(CCC) and private property owners.
Following transition of the Christchurch Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA) in April 2016,
Regenerate Christchurch is the entity responsible for leading regeneration in the area of the
Christchurch district that falls within greater Christchurch5. Regenerate Christchurch is currently
preparing the Plan for the Area, which sets out spatially, the long term uses of land and activities
within the Area that will contribute to, and support regeneration.

4

Better Business Cases - Guide to Developing an Indicative Business Case http://www.treasury.govt.nz/statesector/investmentmanagement/plan/bbc/guidance/bbc-indbus-gd.pdf
5
All terms in italics have the meaning given to those terms in the Greater Christchurch Regeneration Act 2016.
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2.3. Development of a flatwater sport and recreation facility in Christchurch
Since the early 2000s, there has been public interest in, and calls for, a new multi-sports water
facility in Christchurch. The predominant parts of Christchurch that were looked at were near the
airport, in the west of Christchurch.
A new facility is seen by its advocates as an alternative/additional venue to Lake Ruataniwha near
Twizel (approximately 3.5 hours’ drive from central Christchurch); the Ashburton Aquatic Park at
Lake Hood (approximately 1.3 hours’ drive from central Christchurch); and the current facilities at
Kerr’s Reach on the Ōtākaro Avon River.
Following the earthquakes and clearing of Crown-owned land in the residential red zone, sporting
and non-sporting entities including Sport Canterbury, the Canterbury Rowing Association and the
East Lake Trust, have been advocating for the development of a flatwater facility in the Area. They
have advocated that such a facility would provide sporting, recreational and ecological benefits and
contribute to the recovery of greater Christchurch. The development of a flatwater facility has
received some attention by the media, and has subsequently become a high profile future use
option for the Area.

2.4. Regenerate Christchurch’s ‘Letter of Expectations’ from the Mayor and
Minister
The joint ‘Letter of Expectations’ for Regenerate Christchurch that was sent to the Chair of
Regenerate Christchurch from the Mayor of Christchurch and Minister supporting Greater
Christchurch Regeneration dated 14 April 20166 requests that part of Regenerate Christchurch’s
consideration of the Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor land should assess the feasibility of an open water
course suitable for international water sports events being constructed in the residential red zone.
The Letter of Expectations does not preclude the consideration of domestic or local water sports
events.
This business case coupled with the technical feasibility study fulfil this requirement.

2.5. Technical Feasibility Study
A technical feasibility study has been undertaken by a team, drawn from Tonkin & Taylor, Boffa
Miskell, Eliot Sinclair, WT Partnerships, Regenerate Christchurch, Ōtākaro Limited, technical experts
from Christchurch City Council (CCC), and Canterbury Regional Council.
Thirty different design options have been developed along with indicative costings. The options
range from 2.1km lakes that meet Fédération Internationale des Sociétés d'Aviron (FISA) world
rowing specifications, to 2.1km in river courses, 1.1km lakes suitable for hosting international dragon
boating, waka ama, triathlon and other water sports events and some options for smaller
recreational sized lakes.
The information contained in the technical feasibility study has been used to inform the
development of the economic case section of this Indicative Business Case.
The Flat Water Sport and Recreational Facilities Technical Feasibility Study is contained in Appendix
1.

6

http://www.regeneratechristchurch.nz/assets/Uploads/regenerate-christchurch-letter-of-expectations-14-april-2016.pdf
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3. Strategic Case
3.1. Purpose
The purpose of the Strategic Case is to investigate whether there is a compelling ‘case for change’
(need or opportunity) that can be addressed through development of a flatwater facility suitable for
international sporting events in the Area.
This section includes a discussion of the:
•
•
•
•
•

Strategic context;
Problem definition;
Investment objectives;
Potential investment scope; and
Benefits, risks and dependencies.

3.2. Strategic context
3.2.1. The Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor Regeneration Plan
The Plan presents an opportunity to address existing challenges and enable regeneration to the Area
and across greater Christchurch. The primary purpose of the Plan is to enable long-term uses of land
within the area that will contribute to, and support, the regeneration of greater Christchurch. The
vision and objectives of the Plan are:
Our Shared Ōtākaro Avon River Vision:
‘The river is part of us and we are part of the river.
It is a living part of our city.
A place of history and culture
where people gather, play, and celebrate together.
A place of learning and discovery
where traditional knowledge, science and technology meet.
A place for ideas and innovation
where we create new ways of living and connecting.

OUR VISION IS FOR THE RIVER TO CONNECT US TOGETHER with each other, with nature and with new possibilities.’
******************
Our Shared Ōtākaro Avon River Objectives:
For Christchurch
•
•

Support safe, strong and healthy communities that are well-connected with each other and
with the wider city.
Provide opportunities for enhanced community participation, recreation and leisure.

Regenerate Christchurch
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Create a restored native habitat with good quality water so there is an abundant source of
mahinga kai, birdlife and native species.
Create opportunities for sustainable economic activity and connections that enhance our
wellbeing and prosperity now and into the future.

For New Zealand
•
•
•

Develop the Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor Regeneration Area as a destination that attracts a
wide range of domestic and international visitors.
Establish a world-leading living laboratory, where we learn, experiment and research; testing
and creating new ideas and ways of living.
Demonstrate how to adapt to the challenges and opportunities presented by natural
hazards, climate change and a river’s floodplain.
******************

The table below summarises the Regeneration objectives and how a flatwater facility may contribute
to the achievement of regeneration outcomes as part of the Plan.
Table 2 Regeneration Objectives for the Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor Regeneration Area

Regeneration Objectives for the Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor Regeneration Area
Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor Regeneration Area Objectives
For Christchurch

•

•

•

•

For New Zealand

•

•

•

Regenerate Christchurch

Contribution of a flatwater facility

Support safe, strong and healthy
communities that are well-connected
with each other and with the wider
city.
Provide opportunities for enhanced
community participation, recreation
and leisure.
Create a restored native habitat with
good quality water so there is an
abundant source of mahinga kai,
birdlife and native species.
Create opportunities for sustainable
economic activity and connections
that enhance our wellbeing and
prosperity now and into the future.

•

Develop the Area as a destination
that attracts a wide range of domestic
and international visitors.
Establish a world-leading living
laboratory, where we learn,
experiment and research; testing and
creating new ideas and ways of living.
Demonstrate how to adapt to the
challenges and opportunities

•
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•
•

•

Increased community participation in
sport and recreation.
Creating a space for the community
to come together and connect.
Providing an opportunity for
commercial activity in adjacent areas
to the flatwater facility (local
attraction, hospitality, retail and
associated services).

Provide increased amenity value to
local residents.
Increase capacity to attract sport and
recreational events to Christchurch.
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Regeneration Objectives for the Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor Regeneration Area
Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor Regeneration Area Objectives

Contribution of a flatwater facility

presented by natural hazards, climate
change and a river’s floodplain.

3.2.2. Key stakeholders
Stakeholder engagement is of fundamental importance to the business case process for the project
in order to identify and explore the potential range of solution options cognisant of stakeholder’s
current needs and future aspirations. Key stakeholders include:
•
•
•
•

Future users– elite, competitive, recreational and leisure users;
Investors – Crown, CCC, potential private investors;
Future service providers e.g. sporting codes; future service providers e.g. Council, sporting
organisations and codes;
Mana whenua.

An ‘Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor flatwater reference group’ comprising representatives from
Regenerate Christchurch, Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, Ōtākaro Limited, New
Zealand Treasury, Canterbury Development Corporation, Environment Canterbury, Te Rūnanga o
Ngāi Tahu, Sport New Zealand and Sport Canterbury was formed to discuss various components of
the Indicative Business Case7.

7

The Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor flatwater reference group participants were made up of representatives from strategic
partners and key industry stakeholders / potential funders (Sport Canterbury / Sport New Zealand).
Regenerate Christchurch
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Development of a flatwater facility in the Area may also contribute to achieving a number of other strategies and plans.
Table 3 summarises other relevant strategies and planning documents, and how development of a flatwater facility in the Area may contribute to achieving their objectives.
Table 3 Contribution to local plans and strategies

Strategic Context
Document

Scope

Relevance to this project

Greater Christchurch Regeneration Act
2016 (the GCRA) – April 2016

Provides the overall framework and context for the regeneration of greater Christchurch,
including the residential red zone, central city and New Brighton.

•

Contributes to the achievement of regeneration outcomes, as described in the Act, specifically:
o extending, repairing, improving, subdividing, or converting land;
o improving the environmental, economic, social, and cultural well-being, and the resilience, of
communities through urban renewal and development; and
o the provision and enhancement of community facilities and public open space.

Christchurch City Council Long Term Plan
– 2015 to 2025

Sets out the Council’s budget and programme of work over the ten-year period specified.

•

Contributes to the achievement of community outcomes, particularly that People participate in a
wide range of recreational activities:
o There is increasing participation in recreation and sporting activities;
o People have equitable access to parks, open spaces, recreation facilities and libraries;
o The public has access to places of scenic, natural, heritage, culture and educational interest.

A forward-looking document that looks at coordinated planning of the urban areas of greater
Christchurch with the aim of providing long-term benefits for the people and communities who
live there.

•

Supports expansive open spaces and parks, which embrace natural systems, and landscapes that
are supported by a wide range of attractive facilities and opportunities that can result in
prosperous communities;
Supports the restoration and enhancement of the environmental, economic, social, health and
cultural wellbeing of people and communities.

Christchurch City Council

Greater Christchurch Urban Development
Strategy (UDS) 2007 and 2016 Update
Christchurch City Council, Environment
Canterbury, Selwyn District Council,
Waimakariri District Council, Te Rūnanga o
Ngāi Tahu, Canterbury District Health Board
and participation from NZ Transport Agency,
Greater Christchurch Group from within the
Department of the Prime Minister and
Cabinet (DPMC) and Regenerate Christchurch.

•

Christchurch City Council District Plan

Sets out the regulatory provisions for development in Christchurch.

•

Mahaanui Iwi Management Plan – 2013

Provides a statement of Ngāi Tahu objectives, issues and policies for natural resource and
environmental management.

•

Identifies ways to optimise the Christchurch economy so that by 2031 Christchurch has a higher
quality of life, better income, greater employment and is a vibrant and growing city attracting
people from around the globe.

•

•

Environment Canterbury

The programme aims to ensure recovery activities value, protect and sustainably manage the
Christchurch water sources and that the ecosystems are healthy and functioning to support
biodiversity and economic growth.

•

Supports provision of safe public access to and opportunities for outdoor recreation, cultural, social
and economic activities;
The Natural Environment Recovery Programme identifies that water-based recreation has become
compromised and congested at Kerr’s Reach and that there is an opportunity for groups to colocate and share common space as facilities are rebuilt.

Christchurch and Canterbury Tourism Five

Summarises the current status of the tourism sector and identifies a number of key focus areas

•

The Strategic Plan forecasts that as sports and event infrastructure is recreated in Christchurch, the

Ngāi Tūāhuriri Rūnanga, Te Hapū o Ngāti
Wheke (Rāpaki), Te Rūnanga o Koukourārata,
Ōnuku Rūnanga, Wairewa Rūnanga, Te
Taumutu Rūnanga

Christchurch Economic Development
Strategy – 2014
Canterbury Development Corporation

Natural Environment Recovery
Programme -October 2013

Regenerate Christchurch
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Sets out planning framework. The majority of the Area is zoned Specific Purpose Flat Land Recovery
and located within a Flood Management Area. Other parts of the Area are zoned as Open Space
Natural Wetland. Horseshoe Lake (Waikākāriki) is also recognised in the District Plan as a Site of
Ecological Significance and a Ngā Tūranga Tūpuna site;
Key principles that the flatwater facility project relates to are the considerations of manawhenua
(authority over a particular area), kaitiakitanga (protecting and passing on the life force and the
environment to future generations), wahi tapu and wahi taonga (sacred areas and places
treasured), Kit Uta Ki Tai (holistic nature of traditional resource management) and mahinga kai
(customary gathering of food and natural materials and the places where those resources are
gathered);
Supports maximizing earthquake recovery opportunities and initiatives to keep Christchurch
competitive including investment in appropriate infrastructure and land use activities.
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Strategic Context
Document

Scope

Relevance to this project

Year Strategic Plan - 2014

and activities to support these focus areas being achieved.

city will improve the capacity to host weekend events for the domestic market.

Christchurch Visitor Strategy – 2016

The strategy aims to re-establish Christchurch as the primary gateway to the South Island.

•

Promotes the development of visitor attractions, visitor experiences and accessible infrastructure.

The Te Ngāi Tūāhuriri /Ngāi Tahu vision for future use of red zone is that Mahinga Kai of the
Ihutai catchment is present, prospering and managed according to Ngāi Tūāhuriri Customs and
Values.

•

There will be continued involvement and partnership with Te Ngāi Tūāhuriri/Ngāi Tahu in the
development of the Regeneration Plan for the Corridor.

Christchurch Airport, Christchurch &
Canterbury Tourism, Canterbury Development
Corporation, Christchurch City Council

Te Ngāi Tūāhuriri /Ngāi Tahu vision for
future use of red zone – flat lands

Regenerate Christchurch
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3.2.3. Policy context for investment in sport and recreation
It is well recognised that investment in sport and recreation makes a significant contribution to
economic activity and wellbeing8. The concept of wellbeing includes social (including physical and
mental health), cultural and economic wellbeing. In turn, there are societal benefits and savings for
the health system.9
As a result, national and local sport and recreation strategies are focused predominantly on getting
more people participating in sport and recreation. Table 4 summarises key regional and national sport
and recreation strategies, and the contribution this project may make to achieving these objectives.

8

Dalziel, P. (2011). The economic and social value of sport and recreation to New Zealand, Research Report No. 322.

9

Canterbury Wellbeing Index - Sports participation, June 2014, http://cera.govt.nz/sites/default/files/common/canterbury-wellbeingindex-june-2014-sec12-sports-participation.pdf
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Table 4. Alignment to Sport and Recreation Strategic Context

Sports and Recreation Strategic Context
Document

Scope

Spaces and Places Plan for Sport and Recreation in Greater
Christchurch – February 2013

Relevance to this project

Informs, empowers and supports planning to recover and enhance the sport
infrastructure in greater Christchurch.

•

A flatwater course for training and shore facilities as part of an Avon Sport and Recreation hub and
the opportunity to co-locate facilities in the area around Kerr’s Reach is identified as a priority
development project in the next ten years.

Strategy focused on getting more young people and adults participating in
sport and recreation. The strategy has three focus areas; being participant –
focused, system led and performance driven.

•

Supports investment aimed at increasing participation in any form of sport and recreational activity.
Focus on increasing local delivery (particularly in low – participation communities) and ensuring
quality talent pathways for participants;
Supports investment principles for community sport; Investment where there is a clear value
proposition, that will improve sustainability of the system, targeted for the greatest impact, through
partnership and leverage.

Sport NZ, Sport Canterbury, Christchurch City Council,
Waimakariri District Council, and Selwyn District Council

Sport New Zealand Community Sport Strategy 2015 – 2020

•

The strategy sets out ways to achieve performance outcomes on the world
stage and to create a performance-driven, athlete-focused and coach-led
system, which provides athletes with world-class support services and
facilities, so athletes can focus solely on performance.
The vision is to encourage more New Zealanders to excel in canoe racing
with a purpose of providing leadership to a canoe racing community working
together to foster success in the sport.

•

New Zealand Dragon Boat Association Vision, Purpose and
Strategic Plan – 2014

Focuses on high performance, participation, communication and public
relations.

•

Rowing NZ Strategic Plan - 2014 to 2020

Looks at ways to achieve the overall vision, which is to ‘provide leadership
that enhances performance and participation in rowing’.

•

4 Year Strategic Plan for the Sport of Waka Ama - 2016 to
2020

Focuses on leading the development, practice and promotion of the sport
and culture of waka ama including a number of clear strategic outcomes,
performance measures and initiatives.

•

Supports future growth in participation in waka ama, increasing access to waterways and improved
facilities for clubs and events. Supports increased capacity to host significant races in all regions.

Triathlon NZ Strategic Plan - 2013 to 2020

Sets a course for Tri NZ’s future through to 2020. The vision is to be the
leading triathlon nation providing outstanding experiences for every New
Zealander.

•

Supports optimisation of training environments and prioritizing athlete development and definition
of high performance pathways.

High Performance NZ Strategic Plan 2013 to 2020 –
updated March 2015

Canoe Racing NZ Strategy 2013 to 2016
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Supports the provision of sustainable allocation of resources to targeted sports and athletes for both
training and competition;
Collaboration into high performance sport across New Zealand is also a key goal.
Development of a high performance centre to support long-term sustainable high performance
growth situated at Lake Karapiro has now been completed;
Supports high quality and well recognized national racing events.
Supports provision of international standard racing conditions, creation of a pathway from paddling
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excellence and mutually beneficial partnerships.
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3.2.4. Trends in sport and recreation participation
Evidence suggests that people in Canterbury place a high value on sport and recreation activities10.
However, societal and demographic changes are altering the way people participate impacting
demand for resources and facilities.
The key trends according to Sport New Zealand’s ‘16 Year Adult Participation Trends 1998 to 2014’
report11 impacting on access to safe flatwater for sport and recreation are outlined below.
•

The most common way people participate in physical activity is now recreational, or ‘pay
to play’. People are increasingly time poor, yet trying to fit more in. More pressure at work
and less connectivity with our communities continue to impact on healthy and active
lifestyles. Technology has accelerated communication and access to information in a virtual
world and people no longer have to be physically present to participate.
The cost of participation and time are both significant factors influencing how people
currently participate in sport and recreation. Based on a survey undertaken of 16,023 adults
across New Zealand, almost all survey participants took part in one or more free activities
and just under half of participants say they took part in their chosen activities because of the
low cost.

•

Traditional sports club memberships have decreased, whilst gym memberships have
increased. Fitness and relaxation are now the main motivations for sport and recreation.
Formal membership is decreasing and informal and experiential pay-to-play engagement is
increasing. Trends continue to move towards the consumption of sport, versus the
traditional model of participation. Reasons cited for this is due to the flexibility pay to play
offers and the level of commitment required.

•

Funding will continue to be challenged. Competition for trust and philanthropic funds will
continue. The health dollar and focus on health and wellbeing will grow. Sport, recreation
and physical activity partnerships will require a more coordinated approach. There are more
commercial providers in the market, with fragmented promotion and an appetite for
collaboration. Strategic community partnerships will be increasingly important.

The above demands and trends indicate that the population is now more likely to ‘pay to play’ for
flatwater sports and participate when it suits them. This type of model provides an opportunity for
people to participate in flatwater sport and recreation without needing to buy equipment outright
or pay for any club memberships, whether it be for sport or recreation purposes. Sports that lend
themselves to pay to play have the potential to have higher participation rates, such as
canoeing/kayaking, which currently offers pay to play options for participants.
There is also a larger focus on coordinated approaches and strategic community partnerships when
it comes to sport and recreation and future funding for the provision of services. This presents an
opportunity for a range of flatwater related sports and recreation activities to coordinate and
collaborate together for future investment in shared and complementary facilities.

10

Sport New Zealand, 2015. The Economic Value of Sport and Recreation to the Canterbury/West Coast Region. Wellington: Sport New
Zealand.
11
Sport and Active Recreation in New Zealand 16-Year Adult Participation Trends, 1998 to 2014
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3.2.5. High performance and competitive flatwater sporting events
New Zealand’s flatwater sports athletes, such as rowers, kayakers and canoeists have been
successful in international events such as the Olympics and world championships. As such, there are
well defined pathways and training programmes for high performance rowing and canoe/kayaking
where athletes are based and train at Lake Karapiro in Cambridge in the North Island. Other
flatwater high performance development squads, such as waka ama and dragon boating train across
a variety of regional centres in New Zealand.
Lake Karapiro is New Zealand’s purpose built and premier flatwater venue for international, national
and regional flatwater events, including rowing, canoeing/kayak racing, dragon boating and waka
ama.
According to the relevant High Performance Sport New Zealand strategies and from discussions with
the various sporting codes and stakeholders, high performance training for the abovementioned
flatwater sports will remain at Lake Karapiro and other training centres across New Zealand.

3.2.6. Planning considerations
The land within the Area is predominantly zoned ‘Specific Purpose (Flat Land Recovery) Zone’ in the
Christchurch District Plan. The Ōtākaro Avon River is categorised as a downstream waterway and a
significant feature. Other parts of the Area are zoned as Open Space Natural Wetland. Horseshoe
Lake (Waikākāriki) is also recognised in the District Plan as a Site of Ecological Significance and a Ngā
Tūranga Tūpuna site (an important mahinga kai nohoanga for local Ngāi Tahu). A vast majority of the
Area is located within a Flood Management Area.
Depending on the funding and governance for a potential flatwater area, land may be designated to
assist with protection of the land and implementation of the project. There is also an option to
rezone land to better enable future proposed land uses and activities.

3.2.7. Design considerations
Any flatwater facility should integrate with adjoining land uses. There is an opportunity in particular
to integrate any development with other sport and recreation facilities, education facilities, the local
community, as well as the local transport network and car parking demand to ensure a holistic
approach is taken in the design and development of the project.
The project offers an opportunity to create a quality, flexible development that meets the
expectations of its users, now and in the future, and should represent the vision expressed by the
community for a vibrant and well-designed Area.

3.3. Problem definition
A workshop was held on 19 January 2017 to identify and discuss the needs, problems and
opportunities that the development of a flatwater facility suitable for international sporting events
in the Area may address.
The workshop was facilitated by an accredited Investment Logic Mapping (ILM) facilitator and
attended by representatives of the Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor flatwater reference group.
The purpose of ILM is to ensure that robust discussion and thinking is done up-front, resulting in a
sound problem definition, before solutions are identified and before any investment decision is
made. The ILM also ensures the 'story' about any proposed investment makes sense (the 'logic' part
of ILM) and is used to test and confirm that the rationale for a proposed investment is evidenceRegenerate Christchurch
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based and sufficiently compelling to convince decision makers to commit to invest in further
investigation and planning.
A further ILM workshop was held on 25 January 2017. This workshop focussed on further refining
the identified problems, the benefits of addressing the problem and development of investment
objectives.
Three problems were identified and discussed. It was agreed by participants that based on the
available evidence and information, there are challenges in identifying a compelling problem or case
for development of a flatwater facility suitable for hosting international events in the Area.
Table 5 summarises the problems identified and their underlying causes. The full ILM is contained in
Appendix 2.
Table 5. Problem Definition

Problem
1.
Flatwater facilities in greater Christchurch
have become congested at peak times
due to increasing levels of participation,
resulting in compromised training
conditions and increased risk to health
and safety. This has been exacerbated by
earthquake damage to the river at Kerr’s
Reach.

Causes of problem
• Participation in flatwater sports and recreation activities,
such as waka ama and recreational kayaking, has been
trending upwards in the Canterbury region over recent
years, with increasing demand projected to continue. This is
consistent with participation trends seen nationally.
• The way people access recreation and sport activities is
changing, with greater demand for ‘pay to play’ activities
reducing the number of formal club memberships.
• The Canterbury earthquake sequence has compromised
sport and recreational amenity at the Ōtākaro Avon River.
The bed of the river has risen and the banks narrowed,
reducing navigable space available to users for both
recreational and training purposes.
• Governance and management arrangements in relation to
use of the Ōtākaro Avon River for sport and recreation are
informal.

2.
Poor water quality and access to existing
facilities suitable for primary contact does
not support increasing participation and
is placing pressure on the current
facilities network.

•

3.
Current flatwater facilities in Christchurch
have limited capacity to host flatwater
sport events.

•

•

•

Participation in sport and recreational activities that require
access to safe flatwater suitable for primary contact12, such
as open water swimming and triathlon, have been trending
upwards in Canterbury over recent years consistent with
trends seen nationally.
Supply of flatwater suitable for primary contact currently
does not meet demand due to seasonal water quality issues
and accessibility.
Participation in events that require access to safe flatwater
have been increasing in recent years.
Current facilities in Christchurch do not provide adequate
capacity to meet event requirements.

12

‘Primary contact’ involves whole-body contact in which the entire body or the face and trunk are frequently immersed or
the face is frequently wet by spray, and where it is likely that some water will be swallowed, inhaled, or come into contact
with ears, nasal passages, mucous membranes or cuts in the skin (e.g. swimming, diving, water skiing, windsurfing, whitewater canoeing)
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3.3.1. Evidence of problems
The evidence to support these problem statements (based on research and stakeholder
engagement) is summarised below.

Problem 1 – Participation in flatwater sport and recreation in Canterbury has increased while
access to some facilities has been decreasing.
While formal modes of participation in sport have decreased in recent years, recreational and ‘pay
to play’ ways to stay active, such as canoeing and kayaking, have seen growth in participation both
nationally and here in Canterbury.
The results of the Sport New Zealand Active New Zealand Survey 2013/14 highlights canoeing and
kayaking as one of 8 recreational activities that have experienced an increase in participation since
2007, while participation in many sports such as cricket, football and touch rugby has decreased as
illustrated in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2 Changes in participation in the top 20 sport and recreation activities
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This makes canoeing and kayaking the 12th most popular sport and recreational activity in New
Zealand with 8.1% of the population participating annually, ahead of rugby (6.8%), netball (5.7%)
and cricket (5.3%)13.
This popularity is reflected in Canterbury with 7.6% of the population taking part in canoeing and
kayaking14, making it the 14th most popular sporting activity in the region, well above football
(6.4%), basketball (5.9%) and cricket (5.5%).
Waka ama is currently one of the fastest growing sports in New Zealand, with the number of
affiliated participants nationally growing by 88% since 2012. Figure 3 compares growth in
participation across waka ama year on year. Participation here in Canterbury reflects the significant
growth experienced by waka ama nationally, with the number of affiliated members in Canterbury
growing by 972% since 201215.

WAKA AMA NZ AFFILIATED MEMBERS

WAKA AMA NZ - TOTAL AFFILIATED MEMBERS
BY YEAR
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Figure 3 Waka ama NZ - Total affiliated members by year

By leveraging ‘pay to play’ models of participation, dragon boating in Canterbury has also seen a 53%
increase in participation in recent years, including the establishment of an annual Corporate Dragon
Boating day. The event has seen approximately 400 additional people participate in dragon boating
annually in Canterbury since 2015.
Rowing in Canterbury experienced a reduction in participation numbers as a result of the
earthquakes. In 2013 participation in rowing in Canterbury had fallen by 27%16 on pre-quake levels
due largely to the loss of club facilities at Kerr’s Reach. However, participation numbers have steadily
grown over the last three years and have almost returned to pre-quake levels.

13

Sport New Zealand, 2015. Sport and Active Recreation in the Lives of New Zealand Adults.
2013/14 Active New Zealand Survey Results.
14
Sport and Active Recreational Profile Canterbury and West Coast Region 2013/14 Sport New Zealand
15 Waka ama 18 affiliated members in 2012, to 193 members in 2017
16 2013 data from Sport Canterbury
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Facilities in Christchurch are becoming increasingly congested due to the popularity of casual and
‘pay to play’ modes of participation in flatwater sports, such as canoeing and kayaking and open
water swimming. Currently recreational participants compete for space with formal flatwater sports
such as rowing, dragon boating and waka ama. It has been recognised that there is a need to meet
increasing demand for access to flatwater facilities, particularly at Naval Point at Lyttelton Harbour,
Lake Rua and Lake Pegasus in Waimakariri. See maps below for the location of the various facilities
referred to.

Figure 4. Existing flatwater facilities in greater Christchurch

CCC is currently preparing a Development Plan for Council land and facilities at Naval Point17,
including the recreation ground, public slipway and the Magazine Bay Marina to improve the
recreational amenity for power boaters, jet skiers, sailors, waka ama, dragon boaters, sea kayakers,
windsurfers and stand up paddle boarders.
Lake Rua is one of two lakes situated at Roto Kohatu Reserve in Harewood used for training and
events by a number of flatwater activities including dragon boating, canoe polo, kayaking, angling,
sailing, model yachts, open water swimming and scuba diving. CCC has recognised that the current
facilities at Lake Rua are no longer adequate to provide for an increasing number of participants and
have begun a process to develop a Master Plan for the Groynes Roto Kohatu area that will consider
17

Naval Point is the home to Naval Point Club Lyttelton, Coastguard Canterbury, public boating facilities and a range of
other community based organisations. The site is also used by many other recreational water sports including power boats,
trailer sailors, dinghies, windsurfers, wakas, stand up paddle boarders and swimmers.
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how the area should be used, now and into the future, including how to promote recreational
activities while preventing overcrowding.
Lake Pegasus has become an important sport and recreational amenity for the Waimakariri district
since its construction in 2011. Although the lake was originally built to meet secondary contact
water quality standards, (suitable for activities such as wading, boating or fishing) for a number of
years following its construction high water quality in the lake made it suitable for to host events such
as triathlons.
Since 2015, Lake Pegasus has been closed each year for an average of eight weeks over the summer
season due to toxic Cyanobacteria, also known as blue-green algae. Closure of the lake has forced
participants to find available space at other, already overcrowded facilities, such as Lake Rua. A
number of dragon boating and triathlon events have also had to be cancelled.
The Lake’s current owners, Todd Property, and the Waimakariri District Council have committed to
doing whatever is practicable and affordable to maintain the quality of the water and the experience
of water users.
Since 1861 the Ōtākaro Avon River has been an important hub for flatwater sports, with
Christchurch’s first rowing regatta held on Boxing Day (26 December) 1870. In 1950 the River at
Wainoni was diverted to form Kerr’s Reach, a straight cutting to allow for competitive rowing. The
Arawa Canoe and Kayak Club has also been based on the Ōtākaro Avon River at Kerr’s Reach since
1995.
Owles Terrace on the Ōtākaro Avon River, downstream of Kerr’s Reach, has been home to waka ama
and dragon boating clubs since 2005. The clubs currently utilise an unused CCC maintenance
compound for storage of boats and equipment. An increasing number of recreational users also use
the pontoons at Owles Terrace to enter and exit the river.
As a result of the earthquakes the banks of the Ōtākaro Avon River have suffered from severe lateral
spreading including movement of the banks towards the river and upwards heave of the river bed.
Changes of up to 1.5 m to 2.0 m have been observed in the most severely damaged areas18.
These changes have resulted in a reduction in the river cross-section and the capacity of the river to
support increasing numbers of boats during peak periods. Ground movement has also increased the
extent to which the tide has an impact on river depth, meaning paddlers are now unable to train at
the desired distance of 5000m. Instead paddlers are now restricted to a 2000m course, which is not
sufficient to enable the building of aerobic capacity necessary for success in competition.
A number of other issues impacting the recreational amenity of the Ōtākaro Avon River were
identified during a workshop with key recreational users hosted by the Christchurch – West Melton
Zone Committee on 6 October 2016. These include:
•
•
•
•

Litter and debris floating in the river presenting a hazard to river users;
Damaged stopbanks;
Damaged and poorly maintained walking and cycle ways alongside the river; and
Lack of public toilets, lighting and damage to surrounding infrastructure such as car parks.

In response, the CCC are looking at ways to reduce the amount of litter and debris entering the
waterway, as well as provision of improved access in the area and provision of public toilets and
18

Avon River Stage 1 Reports, CCC, GHD 19 February 2014
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lighting. The CCC has also committed to repairing the stopbanks and constructing a new
cycle/walking trail, which is to be completed in early 2018.
Noting current and planned changes to flatwater facilities in greater Christchurch, it is considered
that the changes to existing flatwater facilities discussed above, including the Ōtākaro Avon River,
are likely to alleviate some of the current congestion issues for participants.

Problem 2 - Poor water quality and poor access to existing facilities suitable for primary
contact does not support increasing participation and is placing pressure on the current
facilities network.
Triathlon and open water swimming are currently experiencing significant growth, both nationally
and in Canterbury. The Christchurch KPMG RealSwim Race Series, held weekly over the summer
season in Lyttelton Harbour has experienced a 35% increase in the number of entrants during the
2016 / 2017 season on the previous year.
Growth in Canterbury follows the growing popularity of open water swimming seen nationally, with
events such as the Epic Swim Open Water Event held annually at Lake Taupo experiencing an
average increase in participation of 8.8% each year since 2013. Since 2012 the number of registered
open water swimmers in New Zealand has also grown by 15%.
Similarly, the number of people participating in multisport events in Canterbury, such as triathlon
and duathlon, has increased significantly in recent years. This is due largely to an increase in the
number of triathlon events held in Christchurch City, including the Sea2Sky Challenge held in
Scarborough. The event experienced 49% increase in participants in 2017 on the previous year.
Figure 5. Total entries in triathlon events in Canterbury
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The water quality of the Ōtākaro Avon River has been unsuitable for primary contact for a significant
period of time. The quality of the river has further deteriorated since the earthquakes. In order for
the Ōtākaro Avon River to meet primary contact standards, a significant change to the entire
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catchment and stormwater discharge across Christchurch would be required, which is beyond the
scope of this project.
The only facility that technically meets primary contact standards in greater Christchurch is Lake Rua
at Roto Kohatu. As described above, the CCC is currently undertaking a masterplanning exercise to
look at how this area should be used now and in the future.
Consequently, there is an opportunity (both as part of this process and outside of it) to investigate
ways that the primary contact flatwater network is enhanced to increase participation in open water
swimming sport and recreation as well as paddle sport and recreation, which may alleviate
congestion to the existing network and increase the safety of participants.

Problem 3 – Current flatwater facilities in Christchurch have limited capacity to host flatwater
sport events.
Development of a facility suitable of hosting events in the Area may increase the likelihood of
attracting some domestic and international sporting events to Christchurch if the issues around
water quality could be overcome.
New international sporting events that may be attracted to Christchurch have been identified
through a review of current major event and sporting strategies. The attraction of these events may
result in new economic activity for New Zealand. They include:
•
•
•

The Dragon Boating World Nations Championships. Held bi-annually, likely return period to
New Zealand of 20 years;
The Dragon Boating World Club Crew Championships. Held bi-annually, likely return period
to New Zealand of 20 years;
The Waka Ama World Sprint Championships. Held bi-annually, likely return period to New
Zealand of 20 years.

Provision of a suitable facility may attract the following regional and national events that are
currently held elsewhere in New Zealand to Christchurch, resulting in a transference of economic
activity to Christchurch:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

South Island Canoe and Kayak Champs held annually at Lake Ruataniwha;
Maadi Cup (Rowing Secondary School Championships) held annually alternating between
Lake Ruataniwha and Lake Karapiro;
Rowing National Championships held annually alternating between Lake Ruataniwha and
Lake Karapiro;
Rowing NZ Masters Championships held annually alternating between Lake Ruataniwha and
Lake Karapiro;
Rowing Uni;
Canterbury Rowing Championships held annually at Lake Ruataniwha;
Canterbury Waka Ama Secondary Schools Sprint Regatta held annually at Lake Rua;
Waka Ama Sprint Nationals held annually at Lake Karapiro;
South Island Dragon Boating Championships held annually at Lake Hood;
Dragon Boating National Championships held annually at Lake Karapiro.

Some national flatwater events are rotated annually between strategic venues at Lake Karapiro in
the North Island and Lake Ruataniwha in the South Island. The addition of a facility in Christchurch
Regenerate Christchurch
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would likely add a third venue to the rotation, with a three to four year return period for events held
in Christchurch. There is currently no suggestion that the home of South Island Rowing would be
removed from Lake Ruataniwha.
In terms of hosting international rowing events at a new facility, it is likely to be intermittent taking
into account the 32-year gap between World Rowing Championships held in New Zealand (1978 to
2010). Lake Karapiro is the premier venue for international rowing events in New Zealand. However,
there may be some scope for paddling sports, such as waka ama and dragon boating, rowing
masters and age group world events to be held more often, if such a facility is built.

3.3.2. Benefits sought from investment
The benefits sought from addressing these problems were identified as:
•
•
•

Increased participation in flatwater sport and recreation;
Participants in flatwater sport and recreation are able to train and participate safely;
Flatwater sporting events are attracted to Christchurch, contributing to an increase in visitor
numbers.

3.3.3. Strategic response
The strategic response to addressing these problems was identified by the Ōtākaro Avon River
Corridor flatwater reference group as:
•
•
•

Increase the area of flatwater suitable for sport and recreation;
Improve utilisation of available assets;
Position Christchurch as a destination for flatwater sporting events.

Potential changes and assets required to address each strategic response, inform the development
of investment objectives, and achieve the desired benefits are detailed in Table 6.
Table 6. Strategic response

Strategic response
Increase area of
flatwater suitable for
sport and recreation

Position Christchurch as
a destination for
flatwater sporting
events

Solution
Changes
Increase area of available flatwater

Assets
Flat water

Improve utilisation of available assets

Governance and management
structure

Include flatwater sports events in the
major events strategy for the city

Facility that is able to meet event
requirements

3.4. Investment objectives
The investment objectives for this project seek to directly address the needs and case for change as
set out above and measures of success have been identified for each of them.
Table 7 sets out the investment objectives developed at the ILM workshop on 25 January 2017
(attended by representatives of the Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor flatwater reference group). The
investment objectives were developed for option development in the indicative business case and
proposed key performance indicators (KPIs).
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Table 7. Investment Objectives and Key Performance Indicators

Investment Objectives

Key Performance Indicators

1.
Support increased participation in flatwater recreation and sport in
Canterbury by providing communities with convenient access to a
range of flatwater and associated activities, with regard to future
demand and trends.

• Increase in participation rates for
flatwater sport and recreation.

2.
Enhance the network of flatwater recreation and sport
infrastructure in Canterbury so that participants are able to train
and participate safely.

• Decrease in the number of
reported health and safety
incidents.

3.
Increase capability to host flatwater sport and recreation events
(local / regional / national and / or international), taking into
consideration:
• Relevant regional and national sport facilities’ strategies;
• Relevant requirements of each sport with respect to local,
regional, national and international events;
• The extent of planned and existing associated private and
community sport and recreation infrastructure; and
• The ability to be flexible and responsive to changing needs,
including future demands and trends in sport and recreation.

• Increase in the number of regional,
national and/or international
flatwater sporting events held in
Christchurch annually.

4.
Provide for a range of flatwater and associated land based
recreational and sporting activities that act as a drawcard for
visitors and supports increased economic activity.

• Number of local, domestic and
international visitors to the facility;
• Increase in visitor nights in
Christchurch.

5.
Leverage the opportunities presented by:
• The Area and its strategic location in close proximity to the
Christchurch central city, green spaces and established
community;
• Contribution to regeneration outcomes and best use of the
Area.

• Positive contribution to
regeneration outcomes.

6.
Provide a facility that is financially viable and sustainable over
whole of life (including ongoing operating costs), takes into
consideration actual and potential environmental, social, cultural
and economic impacts and meets a level of acceptable risk.

• Achieve industry financial
standards;
• Adopt industry best practice for
natural hazard resilience;
• Adopt industry best practice for
sustainability.
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3.5. Scope and project options
3.5.1. Options
This Economic Case of this business case has considered 12 possible options for a flatwater facility
within the boundary of the Area (see section 4.2.1 of this business case). The options included below
have been provided as possible solutions to address the identified needs. The long list of solution
options considered include:
1. Base Case – Do nothing;
2. River Enhancement – Upgrading the Ōtākaro Avon River within the Area to pre-earthquake
standards and minor enhancements to the river’s edge and ancillary facilities;
3. Do Moderate – A new medium scale water body that provides for a variety of flatwater sports,
including international waka ama, dragon boating, canoeing/kayaking, rowing (masters only)
between 300 metres and 1.2km long (comparable to Lake Pegasus or Lake Hood in Ashburton);
4. Do Maximum – A new water body that accommodates all local, domestic and international
paddle sports competitions, over 2.2km long.

3.5.2. Related considerations
In developing the draft Regeneration Plan for the Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor, Regenerate
Christchurch is also considering some related opportunities, including:
•

The return of the Ōtākaro Avon River and recreational and sporting amenity back to prequake standards through repair and enhancement of the river where appropriate. This could
involve a 5km section of the river being widened to 40m and increased in depth to
approximately 1.5m.

•

Provision of a festival style water sports facility close to the central city as a visitor
attraction. This could be located between Fitzgerald Avenue and Stanmore Road and be a
500m long section of river to be widened to 40m and increased in depth to approximately
1.5m, and enable participants to continue downstream; providing a unique events space.

Either of the above options would also provide opportunities to increase participation in water
sports. Noting current and planned changes to flatwater facilities in greater Christchurch, it is
considered that changes to existing flatwater facilities, including the Ōtākaro Avon River, are likely to
alleviate some of the current congestion issues for participants.

3.5.3. Scope
Flatwater activities could include paddle sports such as rowing, canoeing/kayaking, waka ama and
dragon boating, open water swimming, and other secondary sports including small scale yachting,
kite surfing and wind surfing. Activities that are out of scope include any motorised boating (due to
the potential noise effects and potential effects on water quality) and a whitewater sports hub (as
this is a separate land use assessment report being considered as part of the Regeneration Plan).
Any facility may include provision of ancillary facilities, such as car parking, associated club
rooms/administration offices and viewing areas. Other land based activities could also complement
the facility, including walking/cycle tracks, picnic areas, playgrounds etc.

3.6. Benefits
Through achievement of the investment objectives, a flatwater facility could generate the following
potential benefits:
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Table 8 Key project benefits

Benefits

Detailed Benefits

Who Benefits?

Increased
participation levels in
sports and recreation
at all levels

Enhanced sports and recreation services,
programmes and events.

Wider community

Direct

Improved sporting success.

Wider community /
regional / national

Indirect

Improved choice (number and type) and
quality of sport and recreation services.

Wider community

Direct

Improved public access to sport and
recreation facilities and integration with
existing and planned infrastructure.

Wider community

Direct

Improved health and wellbeing
outcomes.

Wider community

Indirect

Enhanced social and community value.

Wider community

Indirect

Improved attraction and retention of
visitors and residents in east
Christchurch.

Wider community / east
Christchurch / regional

Direct

Increased physical and
economic activity in
east Christchurch and
Christchurch city

Improved efficiency of
service provision and
delivery

Enhanced cultural
identity of
Christchurch

Regenerate Christchurch

Increased level and duration of physical
and economic activity in east
Christchurch providing enhanced
opportunities for retail, commercial and
hospitality activity which will improve
private sector certainty, confidence and
direction thereby encouraging private
sector investment.

East Christchurch /
regional

Direct /
Indirect

Direct

Improve Christchurch’s attraction as a
tourism destination for local, national
and international visitors.

Christchurch city /
regional

Direct

Creates commercial opportunities within
the facility and surrounding areas to
provide greater social and economic
outcomes.

Wider community / east
Christchurch / regional

Indirect

Cost savings and efficiencies through:
economies of scale, shared services and
facilities.

Wider community

Direct

Learning/education spill-over.

Wider community

Indirect

Increased service breadth and quality
opportunities.

Wider community

Direct

Creation of a legacy asset and focal point
in east Christchurch.

Wider community / east
Christchurch / regional

Direct

Enhance and support the existing
sporting culture in Canterbury.

Wider community

Indirect
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3.7. Key risks
There are a number of strategic risks associated with the project that will need to be managed
appropriately to ensure successful delivery of the project outcomes.
Table 9 Key project risks

Risk description

Impact description

Probability

Impact

Risk treatment plan

Residual
probability

Residual
impact

Design Risk:
• Stakeholder
expectations are not
met;
• The expectations of
wider social and
economic benefits
for Christchurch are
not fully achieved.

Reputation of
decision makers
compromised.
Outcomes
compromised.

Medium

High

Thoroughly engage
with stakeholders,
engage appropriate
expertise, clearly
prioritise function
over form and follow
best practice.
Utilise the public
feedback, business
case and design brief
process to inform
design outcomes.

Medium

Low

Adverse publicity.

Reputation and
public perception
compromised.

High

Medium

Develop and manage
a comprehensive
communications plan.

Medium

Low

No appetite for
public/private funding.

Area remains as is
and benefits may
not be realized.

High

High

Develop and manage
a comprehensive
funding plan.
Thoroughly engage
with appropriate
potential funding
sources. Utilise
business case to
inform outcomes.

Medium

Medium

Delays in design,
sources of funding.

Loss of
confidence and
opportunity for
desirable
outcomes.
Budget loss if
there are delays
in design/
program.

High

High

Managed programme
and controls to
ensure all funding is
in place with
approvals and
controls identified
and communicated to
funders.

High

High

Cost estimates for the
preferred option while
accurate at the time
may prove to be
inaccurate and
additional funding is
required, and/or
elements of the project
need to be taken out of
scope.

Changes to design
and detrimental
impact to
outcome,
program and
budget costs.

High

High

On-going cost review
and value engineering
analysis applied to all
solutions.
Inclusion of
protective measures
in the procurement
strategy.
Seek additional
funding on basis of
business case.

Low

Low
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Risk description

Impact description

Probability

Impact

Risk treatment plan

Residual
probability

Residual
impact

Adverse environmental
impacts.

Change in design
or scope may be
required.
Detrimental
impact on
surrounding
environment.

High

High

Manage through
design and
construction
methodology.

Medium

Medium

Uncertainty of
neighbouring
development within
the Area and any other
surrounding land.

Subsequent
decisions on
surrounding land
could result in
scope changes
required to design
and have an
adverse effect on
outcomes for the
Area.
Opportunities
could also arise
such as coconstruction.

Medium

Medium

Closely aligned to
development of the
Plan and the
programme
objectives to ensure
appropriate
alignment where
possible.

Low

Medium

The proposed approach for the ongoing risk management as the project moves to a delivery phase
will be set out in the Management Case (yet to be completed).
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3.8. Linkages and dependencies
The project has several direct linkages and interfaces that need to be considered and managed in
order to maximise the value derived from investment. These are identified below in figure 6:

NZTA
infrastructure

Private sector developments
e.g. accommodation
providers and tourism

Infrastructure
projects

Sport and
recreation
infrastructure

CCC cycle
ways

Public
transport

Education Sector
infrastructure

Flatwater facility
project

Tourism and
visitors
Sector

Other CCC assets e.g.
car parking, open space
and other sports and
recreation facilities

Te Papa Ōtākaro /
Avon River Precinct
National
Sporting
Strategies

Canterbury
Tertiary Sector

Figure 6 Project linkages and dependencies

3.9. Conclusion
The Strategic Case has investigated the relevant strategic context and existing policy strategies that
are relevant to existing and proposed flatwater sport and recreation. Through workshops with
strategic partners and stakeholders, several problems were identified and investment objectives
developed to support and provide possible solutions to the identified problems.
Benefits to the flatwater sporting community, the local community and greater Christchurch, as well
as risks and key linkages and dependencies were explored throughout the Strategic Case. Potential
options or opportunities that may further enhance the existing flatwater network range from
repairing the Ōtākaro Avon River to pre-earthquake standards through to a purpose built 2.2km long
lake that meets international competition standards.
This process has drawn the following conclusions:
•

There is little demand identified for a venue to host international water sports events.
Based on the investigations and evidence, the need for development of a flatwater facility
suitable for hosting international sporting events in the Area is not strong. There is
currently no evidence that international sports events will be attracted to New Zealand
solely as a result of constructing a flatwater facility suitable for international events in the
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Area. International rowing, waka ama, canoeing and dragon boating events come
infrequently to New Zealand, and when they do, Lake Karapiro is able to host those events.
As such, a facility suitable for hosting flatwater sporting events in Christchurch is
considered to present an opportunity, rather than a ‘need’ when considering that the
demand for international and national facilities is already met by a number of existing
facilities throughout the South Island and New Zealand. Therefore, any events that are held
at such a facility would be attracted from other centres in New Zealand. Further, there are
currently no national or regional sporting strategies that indicate the need to construct an
additional facility to hold international flatwater sporting events in Christchurch.
•

There are significant constraints on the availability of flatwater for recreation, causing
safety and congestion at Kerr’s Reach and inhibiting participation in flatwater sports.
There is evidence to support problems around participation, safety/congestion and the
ability to host local and other domestic events within Christchurch. Problems around
congestion, safety and participation could be addressed by existing and proposed repair
and enhancements to the existing flatwater and ancillary facilities in the area, including the
Ōtākaro Avon River.
As such, a case may be made for enhancing greater Christchurch’s existing network of
flatwater facilities, based on demand, and broader regeneration objectives.

•

The trend in water sport participation is a casual and pay for play basis, and growth is
likely in waka ama, canoeing and dragon boating.
This means that any further development of flatwater facilities in Christchurch should be
mindful of meeting the needs of these growth sports, of casual users, as well as the existing
clubs and established sports.

•

The key need for rowing is to enhance the training facilities and availability of long
reaches on which to train.
The effect of the earthquakes on the Ōtākaro Avon River has meant that the 5km training
length from Porritt Park to the Estuary has been lost, therefore the space and time period
required for training is limited.
This length of navigable water is important to support training: 2km lengths are not
sufficient to enable the building of aerobic capacity necessary for success in competition.
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4. Economic Case – determining potential value for money
4.1. Purpose
The Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor flatwater reference group identified 12 long list options for meeting
the agreed investment objectives. This chapter assesses the extent to which each of the 12 options
deliver the investment objectives and achieves the critical success factors. It also assesses the extent
to which the options represent value for money.

4.2. Option development and assessment
Options were developed and assessed at a number of stages through the analytical phases that are
summarised in this business case. These stages can be described as follows:
•

•

•

Stage 1 - Long-list option development – A long list of 12 options were developed by the
project team or identified through engagement with strategic partners and key stakeholders
(Section 4.2.1 below) during several workshops.
Stage 2 - Assessment of long-list options – all 12 options were assessed qualitatively for
their relative merits against investment objectives and critical success factors, compared to a
‘Base Case’ option (see below). The best performing options, or those where further analysis
was deemed appropriate, were advanced to the short list.
Stage 3 - Assessment of short-list options – assessed through a cost-benefit analysis
(quantitative and qualitative).

4.2.1. Long-list Option Development
The purpose of development of the long-list of options (Stage 1) was to identify a range of options
that meet the investment objectives and deliver the benefits identified in the Strategic Case.
It is noted that these options are not location specific, (although it is assumed they are all located
within the Area), but are intended to facilitate identification of the appropriate size and typology (for
example swimmable/non swimmable) of any solution. The size of the flatwater facility was primarily
driven by various paddle sport lengths. For example, rowing typically requires a competition length
of 2.2km long, canoe/kayak 1000m long and waka ama/dragon boating 700m long.
12 potential solution options were identified (set out in table 10 below).
In summary, these options include the following:
•
•
•

•

1 Base Case or status quo option;
3 ‘River Enhancement’ Options which include improving governance and management of
existing flatwater infrastructure including ancillary facilities to pre-earthquake standards;
4 ‘Do Moderate’ Options which include the development of lakes separate from the river
ranging from around 500m, 700m and 1000m long that are either swimmable or nonswimmable;
4 ‘Do Maximum’ Options, which include 2.2km lakes that are either swimmable or nonswimmable, as well as an in river development option and a full FISA spec lake with the
required ancillary facilities.
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Table 10. Long-list options

Option Scope

Option Name

Base Case

Brief description

Comments

No change to current
management and assets.

Business case
team – required by
Better Business
Case Methodology

No change to costs and
benefits.

Focus on improving
benefit to community and
leisure users of current
facilities through
operational improvements.

Needs analysis
workshop with key
user groups

Focus on improving
governance and
management of current
facilities in response to
current issues. Increase in
operational costs. Benefits
may include increased
community participation.

Focus on improving
benefit to community and
leisure users of current
facilities through
operational improvement
and minimal capital
investment.

Needs analysis
workshop with key
user groups

Improve governance and
management and provide
for capital investment in
current facilities. This
includes repairing Kerr’s
Reach and Owles Terrace
to pre-quake levels (i.e.
dredging).

Focus on improving
benefit to community and
leisure users of current
facilities through
operational improvement
and minimal capital
investment.

Needs analysis
workshop with key
user groups

Improve governance and
management, and provide
for capital investment in
current facilities. This
includes repairing Kerr’s
Reach and Owles Terrace
to pre-quake levels (i.e.
dredging). Additional
community benefit through
improved access to
flatwater suitable for
recreational swimming.

Option 5: 700m
lake (swimmable)

Focus on improving
benefit to community and
leisure users, and
improving capacity to host
regional / national events.

Needs analysis
workshop with key
user groups

Able to host regional waka
ama, dragon boating and
triathlon events.

Option 6: 700m
lake (NON swimmable)

Focus on improving
benefit to community and
leisure users.

Needs analysis
workshop with key
user groups

Able to host regional waka
ama, dragon boating
events.

Focus on improving
benefit to community and
leisure users, and
improving capacity to host
regional / national events.

Needs analysis
workshop with key
user groups

Able to host regional,
national and international
events for masters rowing,
waka ama, dragon boating,
canoe and kayak, triathlon
and open water swimming.

Focus on improving
benefit to community and
leisure users, and
improving capacity to host
regional / national /
international events.

Needs analysis
workshop with key
user groups

Able to host regional,
national and international
events for masters rowing,
waka ama, dragon boating,
and canoe and kayaking.

Option 1:
Status quo
River
Enhancement
(existing
facilities)

Source

Option 2:
Improve
governance and
management of the
Ōtākaro Avon
River
Option 3:
Option 2 as above
plus
Improve access
and repair ancillary
facilities on the
Ōtākaro Avon
River to pre-quake
standards

Option 4: Option 2
and Option 3 as
above plus
Small additional
lake suitable for
recreational
swimming

Do Moderate

Option 7: 1000m
lake (swimmable)

Option 8: 1000m
lake (NON swimmable)
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Do Maximum

Option 9: 2.2km In
river (NON –
swimmable)

Option 10: 2.2km
lake (swimmable)

Option 11: 2.2km
lake (NON swimmable)

Option 12: 2.2km
lake (swimmable).
Standard FISA
specification
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Brief description

Source

Comments

Focus on improving
benefit to community and
leisure users, and
improving capacity to host
regional / national /
international events.

Needs analysis
workshop with key
user groups

Improvement to current
training venue for rowing,
waka ama and canoe and
kayaking. Able to host local
/ regional sporting events
with additional investment
in ancillary facilities
(excludes triathlon and
open water swimming).

Focus on maximising
benefits to community and
leisure users, and capacity
to host regional / national /
international events.

Project
proponents.
Needs analysis
workshop with key
user groups

Flexibility to host
international sporting
events with additional
investment in ancillary
facilities (includes triathlon
and open water swimming).

Focus on improving
capacity to host regional /
national / international
events.

Project team

Flexibility to host
international sporting
events with additional
investment in ancillary
facilities (excludes triathlon
and open water swimming).

Focus on maximising
capacity to host regional /
national / international
events.

Project
proponents.
Needs analysis
workshop with key
user groups

Capacity to host
international flatwater
sporting events with
minimal additional capital
investment.

4.2.2. Critical success factors
As part of Stage 2, the critical success factors set out the attributes that are essential for the
successful delivery of a flatwater facility in terms of meeting the investment objectives set out in the
Strategic Case. They form the ‘evaluation framework’ that all potential scope and scale flatwater
options are assessed against to ensure the options deliver elements essential for the project’s
success. The key point of the critical success factors, is that they must be crucial, not desirable.
The critical success factors for the flatwater body facility were developed over workshops facilitated
by Regenerate Christchurch on 23 May 2017 and 7 June 2017. The workshops were attended by
representatives of the Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor flatwater reference group19.
Weightings totalling to 100% were developed for each of the critical success factors to reflect the
relative importance of each factor. The weightings draw on research into current sport and
recreation industry trends for delivering successful flatwater sport and recreation facilities in order
to drive successful delivery of the investment objectives.
The identified critical success factors and their respective weightings are set out in Table 11 below.

19

The Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor flatwater reference group participants were made up of representatives from strategic
partners and key industry stakeholders / potential funders (Sport Canterbury / Sport New Zealand).
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Table 11. Critical success factors

Critical Success Factor

Weighting

Increase in community participation
How well does the option support increased participation in a way that is responsive and
flexible to future demands and trends in relation to:
• Increase in available flatwater; and
• Strategic location.
Value for money
How well the option achieves:
• Economy (minimises use of resources, user affordability);
• Effectiveness (doing the right thing – considering social, cultural, environmental
and economic outcomes);
• Efficiency (doing it well – opportunity for partnerships, flexible and ability to
adapt to changing needs and trends);
• Financially viable and sustainability (on-going maintenance and operating costs).
Complementary to sport and recreation network
How well does the option complement existing and planned sport and recreation
infrastructure and strategies both locally, regionally and nationally?
Capacity to host events
How well does the option support the opportunity to attract events taking into
consideration:
• National and regional strategies in relation to sport and recreation events;
• Future demands and trends.
Increase in visitor numbers and economic activity
How well does the option contribute to attracting visitors (both local and people from
outside Christchurch) to the area and increased economic activity?

30%

30%

20%

10%

10%

4.2.3. Assessment of long-list options
The long-list options were assessed against both the investment objectives and the critical success
factors. The purpose of this qualitative assessment was to arrive at a short-list of options to be
carried forward through to the detailed economic cost benefit analysis.
Investment objectives
Each option has been assessed against the six investment objectives. Please refer to Table 12 for
further details of the assessment.
A broad rating was given to each option, which was either:
Meets

The option has the potential to meet the investment objectives.

Partially meets

The option has the potential to partly achieve the investment objectives.

Does not meet

The option does not have the potential to achieve the investment objectives.

Commentary around why each rating was given is also included in the assessment table.
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It is important to note that any option that is given a ‘does not meet’ rating (Options 1, 2 and 11),
did not proceed to the critical success factor assessment.
Critical success factors
The options that proceeded to the critical success factor assessment were assessed against the five
critical success factors that are outlined earlier in section 4.4.2 of this business case.
A rating was given to each option, which was either:
4

The option is expected to exceed the Critical Success Factor

3

The option is expected to fully achieve the Critical Success Factor

2

The option is expected to mostly achieve the Critical Success Factor

1

The option is expected to partly achieve the Critical Success Factor

0

The option is not expected to achieve the Critical Success Factor

When assessing the options against each critical success factor, the options were assessed not only
on their own merits, but also in comparison with the other options to determine the shortlist.
Note that value for money is determined by considering the potential economic benefits resulting
from the level of investment, and not based on capital or operating costs alone. The following
assumptions have been used to assess the value for money presented by each option:
•

A lake that meets full FISA specification would require the highest level of investment. This is
then followed by a 2.2km lake, an in river 2.2km lake, a 1km lake, 700m lake and a small
recreational lake.
• A swimmable lake will incur greater costs than a non-swimmable lake due to the need to
maintain water quality suitable for primary contact.
The rating of each option with and without the weighting applied is shown on Table 12. Each option
is also ranked in order of preference based on the combined weighting and rating score, which
informs a short list of options.
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Table 12 Investment objectives and critical success factor assessment
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Critical Success Factors Scoring
4

The Option is expected to exceed the Critical Success Factor

3

The Option is expected to fully achieve the Critical Success Factor

2

The Option is expected to mostly achieve the Critical Success Factor

1

The Option is expected to partly achieve the Critical Success Factor
The Option is not expected to achieve the Critical Success Factor

0
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4.2.4. Summary of long-list assessment
Three options did not proceed from the assessment against the investment objectives to the critical
success factor assessment as it was considered that they do not meet one or more of the project
objectives. These included:
•

•

•

Option 1. Status quo – did not meet objectives 1 to 4. If there are no improvements to the
scale and size of the current flatwater network, the objectives to increase participation,
improve safety, or ability to host events or a range of activities that would act as a drawcard
for visitors are not met.
Option 2. River enhancement, plus improve governance and management – did not meet
objective 3 as there would be no opportunity to host events through investment in this
option.
Option 6. 2.2km lake full FISA spec – did not meet objective 6 as a facility of this size and
scale would result in significant construction and operating costs and also carry a high level
of risk. It is also unlikely that international rowing events would be attracted to Christchurch
as Lake Karapiro has been established as the home of high performance rowing in New
Zealand. This option also did not meet objective 5 as due to its size, this option would not
provide the best use of the Area.

Key observations made when undertaking the investment objectives assessment are as follows:
•

•

The Do Moderate and Do Maximum options ‘meet’ the majority of objectives, with the
exception of objective 5, which relates to regeneration outcomes/best use of Area, and
financial viability and effects. This is because construction of a larger sized lake in the Area
limits the amount of land available for other land uses. Larger sized lakes are also less likely
to meet objectives regarding financial viability due to comparatively greater construction
and operating costs.
The River enhancement options ‘meet’ objective 6 in relation to financial viability and effects
due to comparatively lower requirements in regards to construction and operating costs.
However, these ‘do not meet’ or ‘partially meet’ objectives relating to participation, safety,
capability to host flatwater events, providing a range of flatwater and associated activities as
well as contributing to regeneration outcomes and best use of the Area.

The assessment of the options against the critical success factors are summarised as follows:
•

•

Increase in Community Participation: Typically, the larger the lake/waterbody, the higher
the rating for the community participation critical success factor. However, any option that
is not swimmable does not generally achieve as higher rating as a swimmable lake of the
same size as it is unable to accommodate open water swimming.
Value for Money: Generally, the larger the lake/waterbody, the lower the rating is given for
the value for money critical success factor due to the comparatively greater construction
and operating costs. Option 9 (2.2km in-river) achieves a higher rating than a separate, new
lake, due to the comparable moderate construction and operating costs, as well as providing
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value for money with respect to social, environmental and economic outcomes.
Capacity to Host Events: Due to their size, all Do Maximum options and some Do Moderate
options are expected to fully achieve the capacity to host events critical success factor. No
options are expected to exceed this critical success factor as it is considered that once a lake
or waterbody reaches a certain size, the capacity for an option to host larger numbers of
events is minimal.
Increase in Visitor Numbers and Economic Activity: Typically, the larger the lake, the higher
the option rated for its ability to achieve the visitor and economic activity critical success
factor.
Complementary to Sport and Recreation Network: It is considered that Options 7 (1000m
swimmable) and 10 (2.2km swimmable) would likely exceed the critical success factor
relating to how the option complements the sport and recreation network as it still provides
for a variety of sports that are in demand and a lake of this size has a greater alignment with
relevant planning and sporting strategies. The River enhancement options and some Do
Moderate options generally rated lower due to their size and limited capability for providing
a variety of sport and recreation activities and consequently misalignment with local,
regional and national strategies.

Based on the assessment against the investment objectives and critical success factors, the following
options progress to the short list of options for cost/benefit assessment:
•
•
•

Do Maximum Option 10 - 2.2km lake – swimmable
Do Maximum Option 9 - 2.2km in river – non swimmable
Do Moderate Option 7 -1000m lake – swimmable

4.3. The short list options analysis
The options assessment process is based on the:
•
•

Monetised costs and benefits from the Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA);
Qualitative analysis as described in the Strategic case.

4.3.1. Cost Benefit Analysis results
The CBA of the short-list options was undertaken by economic consultants Market Economics. A
copy of the analysis and key findings is attached at Appendix 3.

4.3.1.1.

Limitations and caveats

As with most modelling and analysis work, the assessment has limitations and caveats, which are
summarised below:
•
•

Any transferred benefits from other parts of New Zealand have remained neutral in terms of
net position to New Zealand.
The costs used were provided by Regenerate Christchurch.
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As funding arrangements are unknown, a deadweight cost of 20% has been used to illustrate
effects of a public funded approach.
Specific flatwater activities (participation, events and count) are unknown at this stage and
so assumptions have been made.
The information provided has not been audited.
Delivery timeframes are unknown, so a standard delivery timeframe of 10 years has been
used.
Different options are at an early stage, so the assessment is high level due to the limited
ability to undertake a fine grained approach and detailed assessment.

4.3.1.2.

Key Assumptions

A range of different information sources were used for the CBA, ranging from official information
(e.g. from statistics New Zealand and Ministry for Business, Employment and Innovation), literature
(information and data) and reports from Regenerate Christchurch as well as Market Economics inhouse information. The assessment also relied on work undertaken for the Area that outlined the
‘results of choice’ modelling work (including the values that households assign to different
attributes/development). The main assumptions are summarised below:
Costs
The expected capital costs are drawn from the Flatwater Facility Technical Feasibility Study
(Regenerate Christchurch, 2017).
Table 13. Capex and opex costs

Option

Expected Costs (capex)
$million

Option 7 (1.1km lake)

Expected Costs (opex)
$million (per year)

57.16

0.40

Option 9 (2.2km in river)

125.49

0.65

Option 10 (2.2km out of river)

201.38

0.65

Given the uncertainty around funding, and the potential for private sector involvement, a
deadweight cost has been included as a separate scenario.
Neither costs, nor the benefits are inflated.
Participation levels (costs and benefits)
Participation is broken down into two categories – leisure and events.
With reference to events, the number of events, participants and spending was estimated, and is
summarised in the table below. It is noted that the 2.2km in-river and out of river options have
assumed the same outcomes due to their size and capacity to hold certain events.
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Table 14. Estimated participants, spectators and spending

Event assumption

2.2km options

1.1km option

Total number of participants per year

8,225

5,325

Total number of spectators (new visitors to Christchurch) per year

5,095

3,315

$14.4 million

$4.9 million

Combined spending per year

It is noted that the combined spending of attendees at the 2.2km options is much higher than the
1.1km option. This is due to assumptions that events hosted on a larger facility will have a longer
duration (2.9 days for 2.2km options compared with 1.8 days for the 1.1km option).
Spending per person used a rate of $150 per day for participants and $208 per day for spectators.
Costs to deliver goods and services that were provided to participants were also included at $2
million (1.1km option) and $5.8 million (2.2km options). These costs were treated as benefits. Only
international spending was treated as a New Zealand wide benefit.
In terms of leisure, the leisure market includes competitive athletes and ‘social’ recreational users.
Currently there are 3,700 flatwater participants in Canterbury20. The health savings associated with
flatwater activities have been excluded from the analysis. This is because any gains are uncertain
due to a flatwater facility competing with other sports and the seasonal nature of flatwater sport
and recreation.
Other values
Other benefits include the values associated with having the choice to use the facilities (as estimated
using choice modelling). The annual value to Christchurch households from the facility was
estimated to be in the order of $722,800 per year21.
Interaction with other components of the Ōtākaro Avon River Corridor
Interaction with other components of the Area were excluded from the CBA. Although important
considerations, these interactions are complex and so it is unknown how to attribute a portion of
the costs/benefits to the flatwater facility options. Note that benefits such as flood
protection/mitigation and improving habitat/river/water quality are unlikely to result from
development of the facility, unless as an additional cost over those shown in this assessment.
Other considerations
Other considerations to note in relation to the CBA are:
1. Transport and infrastructure costs relating to the Area were not allocated a portion of these
costs to the flatwater facility options.
2. It was assumed that the construction of any of the short-list options takes place over 10
years and that it is spread evenly over the timeframe. Operation costs and benefits have
been assumed to start once construction is 70% complete. The operational costs and
benefits then ramp up to 100% over the remainder of the construction period.
20

No of people in Canterbury participating in flatwater sport at least once a year.
‘A community-led, science-informed conversation around the future use of the Avon River residential red
zone’, Vallance and Tait.
21
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3. Negative effects (other costs) associated with the construction of the facility (such as
pollution, dust, traffic disruptions and congestion etc.) are not included in the assessment.
4. The CBA does not include a counterfactual scenario to reflect the opportunity costs (i.e. the
costs and benefits associated with an alternative use and/or using the capex in a different
way).

4.3.2. Cost, benefits and ratio
A cost-benefit ratio (CBR) is an indicator used in the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) that summarises the
overall ‘value for money’ of a project or proposal. A CBR is the ratio of the benefits of a project or
proposal, expressed in monetary terms, relative to its costs, also expressed in monetary terms. All
benefits and costs are expressed in discounted ‘present values’. A CBR takes into account the
amount of monetary gain realised by performing a project versus the amount it costs to execute the
project. The higher the CBR the better the investment. Generally, if the benefit is higher than the
cost (i.e. greater than 1), the project is a good investment.
The results of the CBA used a 4% and 8% discount and a sensitivity analysis also used a 6% discount
rate to show the relative sensitivities. The results of this analysis are summarised in the table below:
Table 15. Cost, benefits and CBR analysis

4% discount rate
Total cost
$million

Total benefits
$million

CBR

98

122.3

1.2

Option 9 (2.2km in river)

240.9

309.7

1.3

Option 10 (2.2km out of river)

302.5

309.7

1.0

8% discount rate
Total cost
$million

Total benefits
$million

CBR

73.6

82.9

1.1

Option 9 (2.2km in river)

179.1

210.7

1.2

Option 10 (2.2km out of river)

230.1

210.7

0.9

Option
Option 7 (1.1km lake)

Option
Option 7 (1.1km lake)

The analysis suggests that Option 9 (in-river option) will deliver the highest CBR (between 1.2 and
1.3, depending on the discount rate).
Using a higher rate (8%) lowers the CBR across all the options, Option 9 (in-river option) and Option
7 (1.1km lake) remain greater than 1 – i.e. the benefits are greater than the costs.
Sensitivities
There are a number of uncertainties and unknowns that are likely to impact on the results.
Consequently, a sensitivity test was completed, which focussed on increasing (or decreasing) the
input parameters to reflect a more pessimistic position. However, in some instances, the effects of
using a higher (more optimistic) position were considered. The following aspects were adjusted:
•

Funding arrangements: the information presented above implies that the options are funded
by a private investor (s). If the facilities are funded using public funds (e.g. rates or taxes),
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then there will be wider costs. Essentially this has the same effect as raising the capital cost
by 20%. This is shown under the ‘higher capex’ setting).
The operation cost associated with the facilities was increased by 20%.
The participant numbers and spend per night/day rates are also adjusted to achieve 80% of
the visitor spending.

The table below summarises the abovementioned sensitivities and the resulting CBRs.
Table 16. Sensitivity analysis

Base
Total cost
$million

Total benefits
$million

CBR

83.8

98.6

1.2

Option 9 (2.2km in river)

204.9

250.2

1.2

Option 10 (2.2km out of river)

260.8

250.2

1.0

92.3

98.6

1.1

Option 9 (2.2km in river)

223.4

250.2

1.1

Option 10 (2.2km out of river)

290.4

250.2

0.9

85.2

82.8

1.2

Option 9 (2.2km in river)

207.2

204.1

1.2

Option 10 (2.2km out of river)

263.0

204.1

1.0

76.9

82.8

1.1

Option 9 (2.2km in river)

184.6

204.1

1.1

Option 10 (2.2km out of river)

240.5

204.1

0.8

Option
Option 7 (1.1km lake)

Higher capex
Option 7 (1.1km lake)

Higher opex
Option 7 (1.1km lake)

Lower spending
Option 7 (1.1km lake)

The following points may be made about the above sensitivity analysis:
•
•

The relative positions of all options remain constant across all settings.
The CBR is lower than 1 when capital costs are increased and visitor spending is reduced.

When reviewing the sensitivities, it is clear that the three option CBR’s suggest a limited ability to
generate substantial benefits but the benefits do outweigh the cost, albeit marginally.
Other costs and benefits
There are other costs and benefits that were not included in the CBA as it is difficult to demonstrate
a direct link between the flatwater options and the benefits. Some examples include:
•
•
•

Alleviating unemployment and generating social service savings.
Lowering crime rates by engaging youth in sport activities.
Delivering health benefits due to transitioning inactive people to active status.
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4.3.3. Summary of short list assessment
Table 17 summarises the short list assessment. The options have been compared against a ‘River
Enhancement option’ (Option 3 of the long list assessment), which includes repairing and making
minor enhancements to the Ōtākaro Avon River to pre-earthquake standards. Although this option is
not included in the short list, it is shown for comparison. It should also be noted that some of the
River Enhancement – Option 3 costs and benefits are included in the other three short list options.
The following assessment criterion (as agreed by the project team) applied are as follows:
Case for change

How well does the option achieve the key investment objectives of the Strategic
Case, and how well does it provide a solution to address the case for change

Capex

The capital costs to construct each option

Opex

Operating costs (average per annum)

CBR

How well does the option provide value for money (using a 4% discount rate)

Vision and regeneration
objectives

How well does the option meet the regeneration objectives of the Ōtākaro Avon
River Corridor

Risk and implications

Does the option present a long and/or short term risk (considering engineering,
environmental and cultural risks)

Under the ‘Risk and implications’ criterion, it is noted that some identified risks, such as cultural
values have not yet been fully assessed against each short list option. For example, a cultural impact
assessment will need to be undertaken as part of the Plan development process. Other risks that
need to be considered are engineering risks during construction and operation (including natural
hazard risks). Ecological impacts will also need to be considered, such as impact on water quality and
maintenance etc.
The scoring of each option is on the following scale:
Exceeds

Is expected to exceed the objectives of the criterion

Meets

Is expected to meet the objectives of the criterion

Partially meets

Is expected to partially meet the objectives of the criterion

Does not meet

Is not expected to meet the objectives of the criterion

The Risks and implications section is assessed on a ‘High’, ‘Medium’, ‘Low’ scale.
Table 17. Short list options summary
Assessment criteria

Option 7

Option 9

Option 10

Option 3

1.1km lake

2.2km in river

2.2km out of river

River
enhancements

Case for change

Does not meet

Does not meet

Does not meet

Meets

Capex

$57m

$126m

$201m

$25m

Opex

$405k

$650k

$650k

-

CBR – 4%

1.2

1.3

1.0

-

Vision and
regeneration
objectives

Partially meets

Meets

Partially meets

Exceeds

Reduces land
available for
stormwater

Effective use of
riparian land along
the river. Cultural

Reduces land
available for
stormwater

Effective use of
riparian land
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Option 7

Option 9

Option 10

Option 3

1.1km lake

2.2km in river

2.2km out of river

River
enhancements

treatment. Potential
to development with
other land use
options.

and ecological
effects of widening
and altering the
river.

treatment, cultural
and economic
impacts

Lower impacts of
Ōtākaro Avon
River Corridor

High

Moderate

High

Low

4.4. Conclusion
Following a qualitative assessment of the 12 identified flatwater facility options, the Strategic Case
concludes that there is no compelling business case for a flatwater facility within the Area for the
purpose of hosting international sports events.
The Strategic Case highlights a potential case for improving flatwater facilities in Christchurch to
enhance training for competitive athletes, increase participation in flatwater sport and recreation,
alleviate congestion on existing flatwater facilities and improve the safety of participants.
The Economic case concludes that the three short listed options present little or no value for money
from an economic perspective. Further, the majority of events held at a new flatwater facility would
be transferred from another location in New Zealand, and hence transfer economic activity from one
part of the country to another, consequently providing no net national economic benefit.
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Appendix 1 – Flatwater Sport and Recreation Facilities Technical
Feasibility Study
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Appendix 2 – Investment Logic Map
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Appendix 3 – Market Economics Cost Benefit Analysis
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